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in Literature and Writing. By Rachel Hilyard, The Australian Financial
Review APRIL 13, 2010 Newsprint has long been a part of the fibre-optic
cable network, but the invention of the digital printing process and the

rise of the Internet, has given the industry a boost. Next month, the
Australian industry will take a step into the future by holding the inaugural

Australian Digital Print Forum, to explore what the future holds for the
print industry and the role of the Australian digital print sector. "The week
of the forum we will launch in Perth a large-scale public exhibition of key
Australian digital print industry products and services in partnership with

the Digital Print Forum," said John Rymer, executive director of the
Australian Institute of Management. "It will be a unique opportunity to
showcase the industrial sector’s leading edge and to a broad base of

potential buyers, including government procurement and private sector.
"The festival of digital print products and services will be well supported
by the Australian Institute of Management, the Australian Digital Print

Council and across the state of WA." The forum is due to take place at the
Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre at 1-5pm on April 21. Newsprint

has long been a part of the fibre-optic cable network, but the invention of
the digital printing process and the rise of the Internet, has given the

industry a boost. Next month, the Australian industry will take a step into
the future by holding the inaugural Australian Digital Print Forum, to

explore what the future holds for the print industry and the role of the
Australian digital print sector. "The week of the forum we will launch in

Perth a large-scale public exhibition of key Australian digital print industry
products and services in partnership with the Digital Print Forum," said

John Rymer, executive director of the Australian Institute
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This paper presents an educational system called CADACKS for learning
CAD for design and drawing for construction.Q: How to integrate this

function over a regular curve Let $X$ be a two dimensional manifold and
$f:X\to\mathbb{R}$ a smooth function. Show that $\int_C f\,d\sigma=0$
for any regular curve $C\subset X$ if $X$ is oriented. I'm completely lost

here. I've been watching some videos of Geometry of Riemannian
Manifolds and I saw something like this, but I still have not got a clear

picture of the problem. Thank you for any suggestion. A: Let $C:[a,b] \to
X$ be a regular curve. Then there exists an orientation preserving

diffeomorphism $h:[a,b] \to [a',b']$ such that $h(a)=a'$ and $h(b)=b'$. By
choosing $h$ to be smooth and applying chain rule we have $$ \int_Cf

d\sigma = \int_C f \circ h (h^\sharp ds) =\int_C f \circ h \cdot
(d\text{area} \circ h) $$ where $h^\sharp ds$ is the differential of area

on $[a',b']$(this can be seen as the induced vector field of $h$) and
$\text{area} \circ h$ is the area of $[a',b']$ Now we have: $$ \text{area}
\circ h = \int_a^{b'} ds = b'-a' $$ and since $h$ is orientation preserving
we have $h^\sharp ds \equiv \pm 1$, so $$ \int_C f d\sigma = \int_C f \circ

h \cdot (d\text{area} \circ h) = \pm \int_a^{b'} f \circ h (d\text{area}
\circ h) $$ Now by the fundamental theorem of calculus, we know that: $$

\pm \int_a^{b'} f \circ h (d\text{area} \circ h)
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